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Name:__________________________                        

Who Am I? Simple Machines

A. From the words provided for each clue, provide the letter of the word
which best matches the clue.

1. I am the ability to do work.
A. pulley   B. wedge   C. energy   D. rod

2. I am a rod that is connected to a wheel.
A. fulcrum   B. energy   C. axle   D. inclined plane

3. I am a wheel with a groove in  the middle for a rope or cable to 
go through.
A. pulley   B. wheel   C. energy   D. screw

4. I am a fixed point that a lever can pivot on.
A. energy   B. screw   C. fulcrum   D. rod

5. I am a tool that makes work easier.
A. machine   B. energy   C. screw   D. wheel

6. I'm the weight of the object that gets moved by a simple 
machine.
A. wedge   B. load   C. energy   D. pulley

7. I'm an inclined plane wrapped around a cylinder.
A. load   B. screw   C. wheel   D. rod

8. I'm the circular part that moves around an axle.
A. screw   B. inclined plane   C. wheel   D. fulcrum

9. I am a surface with one end higher than the other.
A. fulcrum   B. machine   C. inclined plane   D. wheel

10. I like to split things apart.
A. rod   B. wedge   C. screw   D. wheel
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Who Am I? Simple Machines

A. From the words provided for each clue, provide the letter of the word
which best matches the clue.

1. C I am the ability to do work.
A. pulley   B. wedge   C. energy   D. rod

2. C I am a rod that is connected to a wheel.
A. fulcrum   B. energy   C. axle   D. inclined plane

3. A I am a wheel with a groove in  the middle for a rope or cable to 
go through.
A. pulley   B. wheel   C. energy   D. screw

4. C I am a fixed point that a lever can pivot on.
A. energy   B. screw   C. fulcrum   D. rod

5. A I am a tool that makes work easier.
A. machine   B. energy   C. screw   D. wheel

6. B I'm the weight of the object that gets moved by a simple 
machine.
A. wedge   B. load   C. energy   D. pulley

7. B I'm an inclined plane wrapped around a cylinder.
A. load   B. screw   C. wheel   D. rod

8. C I'm the circular part that moves around an axle.
A. screw   B. inclined plane   C. wheel   D. fulcrum

9. C I am a surface with one end higher than the other.
A. fulcrum   B. machine   C. inclined plane   D. wheel

10. B I like to split things apart.
A. rod   B. wedge   C. screw   D. wheel
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